A re-parameterization of the standard TIP4P water model for use with Ewald techniques is introduced, providing an overall global improvement in water properties relative to several popular nonpolarizable and polarizable water potentials. Using high precision simulations, and careful application of standard analytical corrections, we show that the new TIP4P-Ew potential has a density maximum at ϳ1°C, and reproduces experimental bulk-densities and the enthalpy of vaporization, ⌬H vap , from Ϫ37.5 to 127°C at 1 atm with an absolute average error of less than 1%. Structural properties are in very good agreement with x-ray scattering intensities at temperatures between 0 and 77°C and dynamical properties such as self-diffusion coefficient are in excellent agreement with experiment. The parameterization approach used can be easily generalized to rehabilitate any water force field using available experimental data over a range of thermodynamic points.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of bio-molecular simulations is the accurate and predictive computer simulation of the physical properties of biological molecules in their aqueous environments. There are three main issues regarding the treatment of water in such simulations. The first is the accurate description of the protein-water interaction. While continuum models have shown some promise, 1 they cannot reproduce the microscopic details of the protein-water interface. 2 Consequently, most bio-molecular simulations are carried out with the solute surrounded by a droplet or periodic box of explicit water molecules. In a typical case, these water molecules will account for over 80% of the particles in the simulation. Waterwater interactions dominate the computational cost of such simulations, so the model used to describe the water needs to be fast as well as accurate.
The second major issue is that proteins and nucleic acids are typically highly charged. This means that long-range Coulombic interactions need to be properly accounted for, whether by using Ewald summation techniques, 3 reaction field methods, 4 or other equivalents. Prior to the mid-1990s, most bio-molecular simulations used some sort of truncated Coulomb interaction to improve the speed of the simulation which greatly compromised accuracy. Algorithmic developments, 5, 6 as well as continuing improvements in computer hardware, have made inclusion of long-range electrostatic effects ubiquitous in modern simulations. While the simulation methodology has improved, these simulations are typically carried out using water models that were originally parameterized using a truncated Coulomb interaction. Using these models with Ewald summation results in changes in both thermodynamic and kinetic properties: Densities are lower than in the original parameterization ͑Fig. 1͒; diffusion constants 7, 8 are larger. Some attempt has been made to reparameterize the SPC and TIP4P models for use with a reaction field, but these variants are not widely used. 9 The final issue is the area of comparison with experiment. In this case, it is critical that the model give good thermodynamic ͑structural observables, solvation free energies, etc.͒ and kinetic ͑diffusion, rotational correlation times, hydrogen bond dynamic, etc.͒ results for both neat liquids and solutions. In many cases, one is interested in a temperature dependent property of the bio-molecule, such as a melting curve 10 or structural fluctuations. 11 Water models in common use in bio-molecular simulation, however, have traditionally only been parameterized for a single temperature ͑ϳ298 K: SPC, 12 SPC/E, 13 TIP3P/4P, 14 SPC/AL, polarizable force fields will improve the accuracy of water potentials applicability for phase equilibria, mixtures, surface properties, dynamics, etc., they are much more expensive and thus implementations of polarizable models are entering main-stream bio-molecular simulation codes only slowly. A good water model should not only reproduce bulk water properties over a range of thermodynamic states, but also work in concert with protein force fields to reproduce solution and interfacial thermodynamic and kinetic properties. Three-site water models are the most commonly used water potentials for protein-water simulations. Furthermore, common wisdom might suggest that the current generation of protein force fields are somewhat ''tuned'' for use with these three-site models. Therefore, it might be argued that the simple three-site models are the best choice for rehabilitation under an Ewald treatment. However, the protein force fields in common use were not, in fact, developed in a way that makes them particularly suited for the three-site water models. 25 Moreover, it is currently believed that any water model with demonstrable improvements in bulk water properties will also benefit solution properties. Taking these considerations together, the nonpolarizable TIP4P model was chosen as the model of choice for a reparameterization effort under an Ewald regime, since its simulated bulk-density with proper incorporation of long-ranged electrostatics is significantly better compared to other models ͑Fig. 1͒.
II. METHODS

A. The TIP4P-Ew model
Our purpose is to develop a re-parameterized TIP4P model ͑dubbed TIP4P-Ew͒ under inclusion of electrostatic and Lennard-Jones long-range interactions ͓see Eq. ͑6͔͒. Inclusion of the latter is important, as these interactions are always attractive ͑there is no partial cancellation as in electrostatic interactions͒ and have a noticeable influence on the density. 8 Our goals are to produce a model appropriate for water in the liquid phase using experimental densities and enthalpies of vaporization at a number of different temperatures as input to a fitting procedure. A key issue for this approach is how one should extract information about the liquid phase of water from experimental enthalpies of vaporization, since this observable depends not only on the properties of liquid water, but also on those of water in the gas phase. One approach is to extract information about the intermolecular interaction energies of molecules in the liquid phase from these experimental enthalpies of vaporization by subtracting from them any effects due to the gas phase. One of these effects is due to the fact that gaseous water is a real gas.
Similarly, since our model uses fixed charges, we should account for the energetic effects of electrical polarization as a water molecule changes between the liquid and gas phases. Since our model is rigid, we should account in the experimental data for the omission of intramolecular vibrational degrees of freedom, including frequency shifts in these modes as water molecules transfer between phases. Finally, since we are developing a model that is to be used in a classical context, we should account for the fact that the experimental data include quantum effects. After considering all of these factors, we can produce from the experimental data the intermolecular interaction energies that a rigid, fixed charge, and classical water model should be able to reproduce. Alternatively, we could add all of these effects to our computed interaction energies to produce ''computed'' enthalpies of vaporization for direct comparison with the experimental enthalpies of vaporization. We have chosen the latter approach.
We should emphasize that since the production of the TIP4P-Ew model relies heavily on experimental densities and enthalpies of vaporization, the accuracy of the model should be assessed with respect to its ability to accurately predict other experimentally observable properties. However, it is still important to assess the degree to which our model is capable of describing the observed densities and enthalpies of vaporization. The goal is to achieve the best description of the relevant physics with a minimal set of parameters, and the ability to reproduce the data used in the fitting process is a measure of that.
In keeping with the tradition of its predecessor TIP4P, we have adopted the experimental gas-phase geometry of the water monomer 26 (r OH ϭ0.9572 Å and HOH ϭ104.52°; see Fig. 2͒ . Even though one might question the transferability of a molecular geometry from the gas phase into a highly associated liquid geometry such as in bulk water, we have kept these geometric parameters fixed. The other parameters ͕͖ of the model ͑see Fig. 2͒ are subjected to the parameter search procedure as outlined below.
B. Model energy expression
The total potential energy of the system is U total ϭU Electrostatic ϩU LJ , ͑1͒ and where the Lennard-Jones term is
In Eq. ͑2͒, a, b are charged sites on molecules I, J with charges q a , q b at separation r ab , r is the dielectric of the vacuum ( r is set to 1͒ and e is the charge of an electron. In Eq. ͑3͒ r O,I is the coordinate of an oxygen atom on molecule I and u LJ is the usual Lennard-Jones functional form
The sums in Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ go over all pairs of molecules I, J. To ensure energy conservation and to avoid discontinuities due to truncation of the intermolecular potential, we employ a potential switching function S in Eq. ͑3͒ as described in Ref. 27 . This function is continuous and has continuous first and second derivatives at rϭR lower and rϭR upper . The appropriate derivative of S is included in the intermolecular forces.
The long-range correction U LJ,tail for the Lennard-Jones interaction energy 28 in Eq. ͑3͒ uses a mean-field approximation to account for neglected contributions to the LennardJones energy U LJ ; its is obtained from integrals over the two intervals ͓R lower ,R upper ͔ and ͓R upper ,ϱ͔ as follows:
where we set g(r)ϭ1 for rϾR lower ; N is the number of water molecules and ϭN/V is the number density. Under this approximation for g(r), the integrals may be evaluated analytically.
The corresponding correction for the pressure 28 is obtained from a similar integral for the virial ͓u LJ (r) is replaced by r * du LJ (r)/dr]. This is typically not done in current simulations. The long-range Lennard-Jones correction is always attractive, i.e., it lowers the potential energy, and causes a decrease of the internal pressure, or in a constant pressure simulation an increase of the bulk-density of about 0.5%-0.8%. 
C. Simulation protocol
A cubic box with edge length of 24.8 Å was filled with 512 water molecules. Molecular-dynamic ͑MD͒ simulations in an isothermal-isobaric ͑NpT͒ ensemble 29 at 1 atm and a range of temperatures were performed using an in-house simulation program. The equations of motion were integrated using the velocity Verlet algorithm 30 and with a time step size of 1 femtosecond. The velocity update was done using only forces on real sites after forces on fictitious sites ͑M-site, see Fig. 2͒ have been projected onto real sites. 31 The duration of equilibration runs was 100 picoseconds (T Ͼ273 K), 150 picoseconds (TϾ248 K), and 200 picoseconds (TϹ248 K). Typical production runs were longer than 5 nanoseconds. The intra-molecular geometry (r OH and HOH ) was constrained by applying the M -SHAKE 32 and M -RATTLE 33 algorithms using an absolute geometric tolerance of 10 Ϫ10 Å. Temperature and pressure were controlled using methods as described in Ref. 29 , with velocity reassignment performed every 2000 MD time steps and a piston mass 34 of 0.000 40 amu Å Ϫ4 used in the context of isotropic expansion and contraction of the cubic simulation cell. Properties on the system ͑such as the instantaneous volume, potential energy, radial distribution functions, etc.͒ were sampled in 100 femtosecond intervals.
Coulomb interactions were computed using Ewald summation. 5 For the computation of the reciprocal space sum, 10 reciprocal space vectors in each direction were used, with a spherical cutoff for the reciprocal space sum of n x 2 ϩn y 2 ϩn z 2 р105. The width of the screening Gaussian was 0.35 Å.
The values of R lower and R upper for the switching function S we use in the simulations are 9.0 and 9.5 Å, respectively.
The switch function in Eq. ͑5͒ ͑using the same settings for the switching parameters R lower and R upper as above͒ is also used as a molecule-based tapering function for the realspace Coulomb interaction energy in the Ewald summation.
The conversions factors and physical constants 35, 36 used are listed in the supplemental material available from the publisher's website. 37 We note that the use of internally consistent and precise physical constants and conversion factors is crucial for comparison with our results as we strive for levels of precision ͑statistical uncertainties͒ that have traditionally not been common in the simulation community.
D. Parameter search
We want to modify the force field parameters ͕͖ for TIP4P water to get select simulated properties A(T) ͓bulk-density (T), see Sec. II E 3; and enthalpy of vaporization ⌬H vap (T), see Sec. II E 4͔ to agree closer with their experimental values over the range of temperatures of interest; ͕͖ designates the parameter set used in the force field ͑see Fig.  2͒ ͕͖ϭ͕q,d,,͖.
͑7͒
We define a residual function R(A,͕͖) we wish to minimize with respect to ͕͖ in order to minimize the error in property A ͑see Fig. 3͒ :
The sum is over temperatures. In the second form of Eq. ͑8͒ we are using the definition of the ''reduced property''
With the definition of the slope dR/d͕͖ ͑see Fig. 3͒ .
we can obtain an update ͕d 1 ͖ for parameter set ͕ 0 ͖ by applying the Newton-Raphson rule
The dimension of dR/d͕͖ is ͓͕͖͔ Ϫ1 ; to make dR/d͕͖ dimensionless, we multiply it by ͕͖ dR/d͕ គ ͖ϵ͕͖*dR/d͕͖; or d͕ គ ͖ϭd͕͖/͕͖.
͑12͒
The definition of Eq. ͑12͒ enables us to use composite residuals ͑involving more than one property A͒. With Eq. ͑12͒, the parameter update Eq. ͑11͒ turns into an update relative to
The slope dR/d͕ គ ͖ can be expressed in terms of derivatives
The derivatives of A គ with respect to ͕ គ ͖ at different tempera-
An estimate for the reduced property A គ after applying the 
properties A គ i considered and it must be small enough to as-
A recent chemometrics study 38 discusses sensitivity issues of the TIP4P model in this regard; here the authors used a perturbation of Ϯ5.0% for each of the force field parameters, which we generally consider too high. Our
0.10%()͖ is based on maximum allowed changes in properties A គ i ͑Ϯ0.010 g cm Ϫ3 for the density and Ϯ0.30 kcal mol Ϫ1 for the enthalpy of vaporization ⌬H vap ). The numerical derivatives for the initial set of force field parameters, as listed in Table II , show some interesting characteristics. All four ⌬H vap derivatives are nearly constant across the entire temperature range. For the derivatives three of them are either zero at TϷ273 K ‫‪q‬ץ/ץ(‬ and ‫)‪d‬ץ/ץ‬ or very small ‫.͒ץ/ץ͑‬ This means that changing parameter ͑i.e., the Lennard-Jones radius of oxygen͒ would lead to a mainly parallel shift in ⌬H vap (T) and (T), while changing the other three parameters would permit changes to the shape of (T) ͑and perhaps influence the location of its maximum͒. These observations have led us to use the following parameter search strategy: The numerical derivatives for the final set of force field parameters ͑''TIP4P-Ew''͒ are listed in Table II ; the corresponding residual R and its gradients are listed in Table III , while the numeric values of the force field parameters themselves are listed in Table I . It should be noted that this set of force field parameters cannot be changed without making either (T) or ⌬H vap (T) worse. It can be improved, however, if one is interested in creating a model that, for instance, best represents just (T) alone. It should also be noted that during the course of the re-parameterization the magnitude of the residual R was reduced by a factor of 20, while the magnitudes of its gradients were on average reduced by a factor of 10 ͑see Table III͒ .
E. Property computation 1. Statistical uncertainties
Statistical uncertainties for averages of ''simple'' properties A ͑such as bulk-density, temperature, etc.͒ are estimated by fluctuation auto-correlation analysis ͑via the estimation of correlation times A as outlined in Ref. 30͒ . We note that the equilibrium average ͗A͘ ͑i.e., the quantity the uncertainty of which we wish to estimate͒ must relatively be well-known in order to estimate the correlation time A reliably.
For properties that are determined by fluctuations ͑such as specific heat, isothermal compressibility, etc.͒ we do not attempt to estimate statistical uncertainties.
Polynomial fit
Various properties A(T) discussed below are fit to an nth-order polynomial in T over the range of temperatures of interest in order to permit interpolation between temperatures or to obtain analytic derivatives. The general functional form used is
For simulation data, the coefficients a(i) A are determined from a weighted least-squares fitting procedure 39 where the weights are based on the statistical uncertainty of the data being fitted. For experimental data, the coefficients a(i) A are determined from an unweighed least-squares fit.
Bulk-density
The average of the bulk-density ͗͘ is computed from the average volume of the simulation box ͗V͘ using the mo- 
Enthalpy of vaporization ⌬H vap
The enthalpy of vaporization ⌬H vap is the enthalpy change that occurs during the transition of one mol of substance from the liquid to the gas phase, where each of the phases is under the equilibrium pressure ͑i.e., the vapor pressure of the liquid͒. 42 Reduced property derivatives as defined in Eq. ͑12͒.
with E being the total internal energy of the medium ͑con-sisting of a potential and a kinetic energy contribution: E ϭUϩK). Under the assumption that the gas is ideal ͑poten-tial energy U gas ϭ0), and that the kinetic energies of a molecule in the gas and liquid phases are identical (K gas ϭK liquid ) at a given temperature T, we can approximate Eq. ͑18͒ from quantities available from an NpT simulation as follows:
where ͗U(p,T) liquid ͘ is the average intermolecular potential energy for N molecules at a given external pressure p and a bath temperature T, and ͗V liquid ͘ is the average volume of the simulation box. The second term in Eq. ͑19͒ represents the work of expanding the gas against the external pressure p.
The correction term C in Eq. ͑19͒ corrects for the approximations made in the simulation and in the derivation of Eq. ͑19͒. That is, it accounts for vibrational, polarization, nonideal gas, and pressure effects:
In Eq. ͑20͒, the C vib term accounts for intra-and intermolecular vibrational effects 43 C vib ϭC vib,intra ϩC vib,inter . ͑21͒
For a classical harmonic oscillator, the energy for n vib vibrational modes
is independent of the modes' frequency. For a quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator, the energy is given by
hv i e hv i /kT Ϫ1 ͪ .
͑23͒
Quantum corrections to the vibrational energy are of two types. The first is due to the fact that our model is rigid, and so we must approximate the effect of the intra-molecular vibrations. Furthermore, the fundamental intra-molecular frequencies shift as a water molecule goes from the liquid into the gas phase. Therefore,
where we use Eq. ͑23͒ and the intra-molecular vibrational frequencies of water in the gas and liquid phases 44 to compute both terms on the right.
The second type of quantum correction is due to the fact that several high frequency inter-molecular modes of the liquid are treated classically in the simulation, where they should have been treated quantum-mechanically; therefore,
where the first term on the right is evaluated using Eq. ͑23͒ and the high frequency inter-molecular modes of the liquid. 44 The second term on the right is from Eq. ͑22͒. Table IV lists the numeric values of C vib for the temperatures of interest. The second term in Eq. ͑20͒, C pol , accounts for the depolarization energy that needs to be invested when a water molecule is transferred from the bulk to the gas phase 13 and was first proposed for the SPC/E model. A water molecule in the liquid described by a nonpolarizable effective pair potential like TIP4P has a higher dipole moment than a water molecule in the gas phase. The difference can be thought of as an induced dipole moment introduced by the bulk. C pol can be approximated as 13 T ͓K͔ 
where liquid is the dipole moment of the effective pair model and gas and ␣ gas are the dipole moment and the mean polarizability of a water molecule in the gas phase, 45 respectively.
The third term in Eq. ͑20͒, C ni , accounts for the nonideality of the gas phase and is given by 46, 47 
͑27͒
In Eq. ͑27͒, the integration is done between the perfect-gas state (pϭ0) and the vapor pressure p vap of the liquid and the virial equation of state is used. Experimental data for p vap and the 2nd virial coefficient B have been taken from Ref. 48 . Table IV lists the numeric values of C ni for the temperatures of interest. The last term in Eq. ͑20͒, C x accounts for the fact that the simulation of the liquid is carried out at the external pressure pϭp ext rather than at the vapor pressure p vap
Here, the second form uses the definition for the isothermal compressibility T given in Eq. ͑32͒ ͓and a Taylor 
Isobaric heat capacity c p
The isobaric heat capacity, c p , is defined as
͑28͒
We compute c p in three different ways:
͑a͒ by analytic differentiation of a polynomial fit of simulated enthalpies ͗H(T)͘ according to Eq. ͑16͒;
͑b͒ by numeric differentiation of simulated enthalpies 
͗H(T)͘ over the range of temperatures T of interest
c p Ϸ ͗H 2 ͘Ϫ͗H 1 ͘ T 2 ϪT 1 , ͑29͒
Isothermal compressibility T
The isothermal compressibility T is defined as
We compute T by using the volume fluctuation formula ͓second form of Eq. ͑32͔͒. Experimental T reference data have been taken from Ref. 41.
Thermal expansion coefficient ␣ p
The thermal expansion coefficient, ␣ p , is defined as
͑33͒
We compute ␣ p in three different ways:
͑a͒ By analytic differentiation of a polynomial fit of simulated bulk-densities ͗(T)͘ according to Eq. ͑16͒
͑b͒ by numeric differentiation of simulated bulk-densities 
͗(T)͘ over the range of temperatures T of interest
The starting configurations for the NVE simulations were sampled in 5 picosecond intervals from extended wellequili- From weighted linear fit using external field formula, Eq. ͑40͒, Sec. II E 9.
brated NpT simulations. For each temperature studied, 80 NVE simulations were carried out for a duration of 80 picoseconds (Tϭ235.5 K), 30 picoseconds (Tϭ273 K), and 20 picoseconds (TϾ273 K), respectively. The average selfdiffusion coefficient ͗D(T)͘ at each temperature ͑and its uncertainty͒ was obtained by averaging D(T) values resulting from a weighted linear least-squares fit of R OO (t) versus t for each of the NVE runs.
Static dielectric constant (0)
The static dielectric constant ͑0͒ of a medium is determined by the magnitude and density of the molecular dipole moments and the extent to which the directions of the dipole moments are correlated. Within the Ewald approach using conducting boundary conditions, ͑0͒ is given by
with ͗M 2 ͘ being the fluctuation of the total system dipole moment
A statistical uncertainty ␦͑0͒ for ͑0͒ can be obtained from statistical uncertainties ␦͗V͘, ␦͗T͘, where the polarization ͗P͘ is the system dipole moment density.
For small ''nonsaturating'' fields 51 ͑i.e., E 0 /3k B ӶT), ͗P͘ is linear in E 0 ; we note that the saturation field strength depends on the model's dipole moment , as well as on the temperature! For polarizable molecules, a polarizability correction pol corr is added to ͑0͒ obtained from either Eqs. ͑38͒ or ͑40͒: Ј(0)ϭ(0)ϩ pol corr ; pol corr ϭ4N␣/͗V͘, pol corr is related to the high-frequency dielectric, ͑ϱ͒: pol corr ϭ(ϱ)Ϫ vacuum ϭ(ϱ)Ϫ1. The experimental value of pol corr at room temperature is 0.79. 52 In this paper we compute pol corr from the experimental mean polarizability ␣ gas 45 and the average volume of the simulation box, ͗V͘. Experimental ͑0͒ reference data have been taken from Ref. 53.
Radial distribution functions g"r… and scattering intensities I"Q…
The pair radial distribution function g ab (r) for atoms of type a and b is obtained from the simulation via
is related, through the spatial Fourier-type transform, to the structure factor h ab (Q)
where h ab (Q) in turn is related to the scattering intensity I(Q), an observable measured directly by experiment 54 
͑43͒
Equation ͑43͒ makes the assumption ͑Debye approximation͒ that scattering effects can be separated into intra-and intermolecular contributions, and further, that scattering can be represented as arising from independent neutral atoms ͓de-scribed by atomic weights x and atomic form factors f (Q)]. In Ref. 54 , the authors point out the difficulties and ambiguities of deriving radial distribution functions g(r) from measured scattering intensities I(Q), and devise a reverse procedure that produces I(Q) curves from simulated g(r), the results of which we adopt in this paper ͑see Fig. 10͒ . We do realize that in doing so we violate common practice, which, traditionally, treated radial distribution functions g(r) as the dedicated probe to assess whether a water model's structural properties agree with the experiment.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The final TIP4P-Ew model ͑see Table I͒ has In some cases we show comparisons between TIP4P-Ew and TIP4P-Pol2, 18 a potential we consider to be one of the better polarizable water models, especially with regard to structural properties.
The bulk-density (T) as a function of temperature for TIP4P-Ew, TIP4P-Pol2 18 and experiment is shown in Fig. 4 . The temperature T m where (T) has its maximum we find ͑from polynomial fit of (T) using Eq. ͑16͒, or from ␣ p (T) curve, see Fig. 6 , bottom͒ T m Ϸ274 K for TIP4P-Ew ͑experi-ment: T m ϭ277 K; TIP4P with Ewald ͑see Fig. 1͒ : T m Ϸ256 K). The absolute average density error for our model is 0.58% or 0.0056 g cm Ϫ3 over the 165°temperature range ͑maximum deviation of ϩ1.6% at Ϫ37.5°C͒.
The enthalpy of vaporization ⌬H vap (T) as a function of temperature for TIP4P-Ew ͓corrected by Eq. ͑20͔͒, TIP5P 17 and the experiment is shown in Fig. 5 . The absolute average error of ⌬H vap (T) for our model is 0.69% or 0.074 kcal mol Ϫ1 ͑maximum deviation of ϩ1.8% at Ϫ37.5°C͒.
The slope of the TIP4P-Ew curve is marginally steeper than the experimental curve, which manifests itself in heat capaci- Plots of the isothermal compressibilities T (T) and thermal expansion coefficients ␣ p (T) as a function of temperature for TIP4P-Ew and the experiment are given in Fig. 6 . For the model, T (T) is within about 8% of experiment, and ␣ p (T) is within ϩ10 Ϫ4 K Ϫ1 of experiment, between the temperatures 273 and 310 K. The thermal expansion coefficient is zero, corresponding to the density maximum, at T m Ϸ274 K. Figure 7 compares the results for the static dielectric constant ͑0͒ as a function of temperature for TIP4P-Ew, TIP4P with Ewald and Lennard-Jones long-range corrections and the experiment. Even after an extended simulation of Ͼ40 nanoseconds, the statistical uncertainty of ͑0͒ at 235.5 K is significant ͑Ϯ5͒. At one temperature (Tϭ298 K), the dielectric was computed using Eq. ͑40͒ in the presence of an external field E 0 . Figure 8 shows the polarization ͗P͘ as a function of E 0 . We find the saturation field strength to be տ1000 kV cm Ϫ1 for this temperature. From a linear weighted fit of ͗P(E 0 )͘ we obtain a dielectric constant of (0) ϭ62.9Ϯ1.0, which agrees well with the result obtained from the dipole fluctuation formula Eq. ͑38͒ for this temperature ͓(0)ϭ63.9Ϯ0.9; see Table VI͔ . The overall agreement of TIP4P-Ew with the experiment is not great ͓␦(0) ՇϪ15%͔, but it halves the error of ͑0͒ for TIP4P in its original parameterization ͑dashed curve͒. We admit that this is disappointing; the static dielectric constant ͑0͒ may well be one of the properties that requires the use of a polarizable water model, the inclusion of molecular flexibility or the use of something other than conducting boundary conditions.
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Simulated self-diffusion coefficients D for the temperatures studied along with the experimental data are summarized in Table VII. Figure 9 plots data shown in Table VII ; the agreement is remarkable where experimental data are available. Figure 10 shows simulated O-O radial distribution functions g OO (r) for TIP4P-Ew for a few select temperatures together with their corresponding scattering intensity curves I(Q), 54 and comparisons with results for TIP4P and the polarizable model TIP4P-Pol2 18 ͓considered one of the best benchmark for g(r) 54 ͔ against experiment. The TIP4P-Ew water structure shows considerable improvement over TIP4P, and comparable performance with TIP4P-Pol2, over the temperature range studied.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented a re-parameterization of the popular TIP4P water model ͑dubbed ''TIP4P-Ew''͒ with inclusion of both Coulomb and Lennard-Jones long-range interactions.
The new model has been tuned to reproduce both the bulk-density as well as the enthalpy of vaporization over the entire accessible liquid range ͑235.5-400 K͒ at ambient pressure. A careful characterization of the new model revealed that many thermodynamic and kinetic properties ͑bulk-density , enthalpy of vaporization ⌬H vap , heat capacity c p , compressibility T , expansion coefficient ␣ p , selfdiffusion coefficient D͒ are described very well over the entire temperature range.
We emphasize that even though the development of the new model used experimental densities and heats of vaporization as input, it is still important to assess the degree to which our model is capable of reproducing its input data as a measure of the model's ability to achieve the best description of the relevant physics with a minimal set of parameters. The transferability of the new model, in particular its suitability to be used as solvent model in bio-molecular simulations is yet to be tested. Specifically, kinetic studies addressing hydrogen-bond life times as well as solvation studies ͑free energies of hydration for a selection of reference molecules in TIP4P-Ew water͒ need to be conducted.
Considering the success of the original TIP4P water model and the quality of the results obtained here, the new model should also be a good general-purpose water model. Further work is needed to confirm this statement. Simulations currently underway include the exploration of the phase diagram ͑ice-water properties, melting point; ice properties; vapor pressure, boiling point͒, interfacial properties, nonambient pressures, critical region, clusters, bilayers, molecule solvation, and bio-molecular systems.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE M_RATTLE EQUATIONS
For MD simulations of systems with bond constraints, one generally must resort to an iterative method for handling the constraints such as SHAKE 56 or RATTLE. 57 Generally, these methods are not rapidly converging, and considerable amounts of computer time can be spent addressing the constraints. Recently, the M -SHAKE algorithm has been described 32 for treating constraints in the context of Verlet or leap frog dynamical integration algorithms. Here, we show, for a fully rigid molecule, how we can use the M -SHAKE approach with the velocity Verlet algorithm. 30 This derivation closely follows the notation used in the description of the RATTLE algorithm.
In the velocity Verlet algorithm the fundamental equations are r͑tϩh ͒ϭr͑ t ͒ϩhv͑ t ͒ϩ h 2 2m F͑t ͒, compute F͑tϩh ͒, ͑A1͒
v͑ tϩh ͒ϭv͑ t ͒ϩ h 2m ͑ F͑t ͒ϩF͑ tϩh ͒͒, where r is the position, v is the velocity Verlet velocity ͑an approximation to the true velocity͒, F is the force, m is the mass of the particle, and h is the time step size. When bond length constraints are introduced, they are of the form i j (͉r i Ϫr j ͉)ϭr i j 2 Ϫd i j 2 ϭ0. These result in time-dependent forces of constraint, F i c (t)ϭ ͚ j i Ϫ i j (t)" i i j ϭ ͚ j i Ϫ2 i j (t)r i j , where i j ϭ ji are scalar Lagrange multipliers whose values are determined so as to make the constraints satisfied at each time step. With velocity Verlet, there are actually constraints on the velocities as well as on the posi- tions: d i j /dtϭ2r i j •v i j ϭ0. This is a statement that there should be no component of the relative velocity parallel to a bond that is constrained and implies the use of both positional ͓ RRi j (t)͔ and velocity ͓ RVi j (t)͔ Lagrange multipliers. Following the RATTLE scheme, when constraints are introduced the velocity Verlet algorithm begins as follows:
The RATTLE algorithm provides a prescription for computing RRi j (t) through an iterative process. However, the M -SHAKE algorithm can be applied directly for this step of the velocity Verlet algorithm. The M -SHAKE algorithm is a matrix-based iterative procedure that is more rapidly converging than SHAKE and RATTLE for obtaining positional Lagrange multipliers for system of coupled constraints. Once the RRi j (t) are determined, the positions at time tϩh are known and the forces at that time can be computed. The last thing to be done in a velocity Verlet algorithm is to update the velocities with the following expression:
Ϫ2 RVi j ͑ tϩh ͒r i j ͑ tϩh ͒ ͬ .
͑A2͒
In Eq. ͑A2͒ everything on the right is known except the RVi j (tϩh), the velocity Lagrange multiplier in the RATTLE scheme, which are chosen to make r i j (t ϩh)*v i j (tϩh)ϭ0. For a fully rigid molecule these may be found in closed form on a molecule-by-molecule basis. Consider a rigid three site molecule, which could be our TIP4P-Ew model ͑the M-site position can be constructed from the positions of the oxygen and the two hydrogens͒. Label the three sites 0, 1, and 2. For our fully rigid system we are concerned with coordinates r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , the corresponding velocities and the three constraints 01 , 02 , 12 . Define For each molecule, we need to determine the three values g 01 , g 02 , and g 12 , which result in r i j (tϩh)*v i j (tϩh)ϭ0. Dropping the tϩh argument for simplicity one obtains for the three relative velocities
